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demographic factors such a bottleneck associ-
ated with human migration out of Africa 50,000
to 100,000 years ago.

Previous studies have shown that Micro-
cephalin is a specific regulator of brain size
(13, 14) and that this gene has evolved un-
der strong positive selection in the primate
lineage leading to Homo sapiens (7, 8). Here,
we present compelling evidence that Micro-
cephalin has continued its trend of adaptive
evolution beyond the emergence of anatom-
ically modern humans. The specific function
ofMicrocephalin in brain development makes
it likely that selection has operated on the
brain. Yet, it remains formally possible that
an unrecognized function of Microcephalin
outside of the brain is actually the substrate of
selection. If selection indeed acted on a brain-
related phenotype, there could be several
possibilities, including brain size, cognition,
personality, motor control, or susceptibility to
neurological and/or psychiatric diseases. We
hypothesize that D and non-D haplotypes
have different effects on the proliferation of
neural progenitor cells, which in turn leads
to different phenotypic outcomes of the brain
visible to selection.
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Ongoing Adaptive Evolution
of ASPM, a Brain Size Determinant

in Homo sapiens
Nitzan Mekel-Bobrov,1,2 Sandra L. Gilbert,1 Patrick D. Evans,1,2

Eric J. Vallender,1,2 Jeffrey R. Anderson,1 Richard R. Hudson,3

Sarah A. Tishkoff,4 Bruce T. Lahn1*

The gene ASPM (abnormal spindle-like microcephaly associated) is a specific
regulator of brain size, and its evolution in the lineage leading to Homo sapiens
was driven by strong positive selection. Here, we show that one genetic variant
of ASPM in humans arose merely about 5800 years ago and has since swept to
high frequency under strong positive selection. These findings, especially the
remarkably young age of the positively selected variant, suggest that the human
brain is still undergoing rapid adaptive evolution.

Homozygous null mutations of ASPM cause
primary microcephaly, a condition character-
ized by severely reduced brain size with oth-
erwise normal neuroarchitecture (1). Studies

have suggested that ASPMmay regulate neural
stem cell proliferation and/or differentiation dur-
ing brain development, possibly by mediating
spindle assembly during cell division (1, 2).
Phylogenetic analysis of ASPM has revealed
strong positive selection in the primate line-
age leading to Homo sapiens (3–5), espe-
cially in the past 6 million years of hominid
evolution in which ASPM acquired about
one advantageous amino acid change every
350,000 years (4). These data argue that ASPM

may have contributed to human brain evolution
(3–6). Here, we investigate whether positive
selection has continued to operate on ASPM
since the emergence of anatomically modern
humans.

Human ASPM has 28 exons with a 10,434–
base pair open reading frame (1) (fig. S1). We
resequenced the entire 62.1-kb genomic region
of ASPM in samples from 90 ethnically diverse
individuals obtained through the Coriell Insti-
tute and from a common chimpanzee (7). This
revealed 166 polymorphic sites (table S1).
Using established methodology (7), we identi-
fied 106 haplotypes. One haplotype, numbered
63, had an unusually high frequency of 21%,
whereas the other haplotypes ranged from
0.56% to 3.3% (fig. S2). Moreover, this hap-
lotype differed consistently from the others
at multiple polymorphic sites (save for a few
rare haplotypes that are minor mutational or
recombinational variants of haplotype 63, as
discussed later) (table S2). Two of these poly-
morphic sites are nonsynonymous, both in
exon 18, and are denoted A44871G and
C45126A (numbers indicate genomic positions
from the start codon, and letters at the be-
ginning and end indicate ancestral and derived
alleles, respectively). These two sites reside in
a region of the open reading frame that was
shown previously to have experienced par-
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ment of Ecology and Evolution, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL 60637, USA. 4Department of Biology,
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Microcephalin, a Gene Regulating
Brain Size, Continues to Evolve

Adaptively in Humans
Patrick D. Evans,1,2 Sandra L. Gilbert,1 Nitzan Mekel-Bobrov,1,2

Eric J. Vallender,1,2 Jeffrey R. Anderson,1 Leila M. Vaez-Azizi,1

Sarah A. Tishkoff,4 Richard R. Hudson,3 Bruce T. Lahn1*

The gene Microcephalin (MCPH1) regulates brain size and has evolved under
strong positive selection in the human evolutionary lineage. We show that one
genetic variant of Microcephalin in modern humans, which arose È37,000 years
ago, increased in frequency too rapidly to be compatible with neutral drift. This
indicates that it has spread under strong positive selection, although the exact
nature of the selection is unknown. The finding that an important brain gene has
continued to evolve adaptively in anatomically modern humans suggests the
ongoing evolutionary plasticity of the human brain. It also makesMicrocephalin
an attractive candidate locus for studying the genetics of human variation in
brain-related phenotypes.

The most distinct trait of Homo sapiens is the
exceptional size and complexity of the brain
(1, 2). Several recent studies have linked spe-
cific genes to the evolution of the human brain
(3–12). One of these is Microcephalin (7, 8);
mutations in this gene cause primary micro-
cephaly EMCPH; Online Mendelian Inheri-
tance in Man (OMIM) accession 251200^
(13, 14). MCPH is defined clinically as severe
reductions in brain size coupled with mental
retardation, but remarkably, an overall reten-
tion of normal brain structure and a lack of
overt abnormalities outside of the nervous
system (15–17). This led to the notion that
the brains of MCPH patients function normally
for their size and that genes underlying MCPH
are specific developmental regulators of brain
size (15–17).

Microcephalin is one of six known loci,
namedMCPH1 throughMCPH6, for which re-
cessive mutations lead to MCPH (14, 18–23).
For four of these, the underlying genes have
been identified as Microcephalin (MCPH1),
CDK5RAP2 (MCPH3), ASPM (MCPH5), and

CENPJ (MCPH6) (14, 21, 23). Patients with
loss-of-function mutations in Microcephalin
have cranial capacities about 4 SD below the
mean at birth. As adults, their typical brain size
is around 400 cm3 (whereas the normal range
is 1200 to 1600 cm3), and the cerebral cortex
is especially small (13, 14). Microcephalin is
suggested to control the proliferation and/or
differentiation of neuroblasts during neuro-
genesis. This postulate was consistent with sev-
eral observations. First, mouse Microcephalin
is expressed prominently in the proliferative
zones of the embryonic brain (14). Second, the
Microcephalin protein contains several copies
of the BRCT domain that is found in cell cycle
regulators, such as BRCA1 (14, 24). Finally,
cell culture studies indeed suggested a role of
Microcephalin in regulating cell cycle (25–27).

The finding thatMicrocephalin is a critical
regulator of brain size spurred the hypothesis

that it might have played a role in brain evo-
lution (16, 28). Consistent with this hypothe-
sis, phylogenetic analysis of Microcephalin
revealed signatures of strong positive selec-
tion in the lineage leading to humans (7, 8).
Here, we examine the possibility that positive
selection has continued to operate on this gene
after the emergence of anatomically modern
humans.

The human Microcephalin locus has 14
exons spanning about 236 kb on chromosome
8p23 (14) (Fig. 1). We previously sequenced
all the exons in 27 humans (8). When re-
analyzing the data, we noticed that one
haplotype had a much higher frequency than
the other haplotypes. Additionally, this hap-
lotype differed consistently from the others
at position 37995 of the genomic sequence
(counting from the start codon) or position
940 of the open reading frame. This polymor-
phism falls in exon 8 and changes amino acid
residue 314 from an ancestral aspartate to a
histidine. (This polymorphism is described
as G37995C with G denoting the ancestral
allele.)

To investigate whether positive selection
has acted on the high-frequency haplotype, we
resequenced 23.4 kb of a 29-kb region centered
around the G37995C polymorphism (Fig. 1).
Sequencing was performed on a panel of 89
individuals from the Coriell Institute, which
broadly represents human diversity (see SOM).
To assign the ancestral state of polymor-
phisms, we also sequenced the common chim-
panzee. Several GC-rich segments were not
sequenced because of technical difficulties.
The resulting sequence data contained 220 poly-
morphic sites, including 213 single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and 7 insertion/deletion
polymorphisms (indels) (table S1).

Haplotypes were inferred using the PHASE
2.1 program (29, 30). A total of 86 haplotypes

1Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Department of
Human Genetics, 2Committee on Genetics, 3Depart-
ment of Ecology and Evolution, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL 60637, USA. 4Department of Biology,
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
E-mail: blahn@bsd.uchicago.edu

29-kb core region

The G37995C diagnostic
polymorphism where the C
allele defines haplogroup D

237 kb

Fig. 1. Genomic structure of the humanMicrocephalin gene. The region sequenced in the 89-individual
Coriell panel is bracketed.
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Some of Bruce Lahn’s provocative claims are running into heavy fire.
Last year, the University of Chicago geneticist reported, in two papers in
Science, that he had uncovered genes that are still evolving in humans,
and he suggested that they confer a brain-related boost—perhaps even a
cognitive one (see main text). His university even applied for patents on a
test that would reveal whether individuals carry the possibly advanta-
geous genetic variants. Some researchers have since argued, however,
that selection may have favored the variants for a non-neural function.
Others have questioned whether the variants were under recent selection
at all. And Lahn’s own work with other scientists has failed to correlate
variants of the genes ASPM and microcephalin with IQ. At this point, con-
cedes Lahn, “we don’t know what the variants do.”

Soon after the Science papers were published, Lahn set out to see
whether the variants give a cognitive advantage. In one study, Lahn
helped controversial psychologist Philippe Rushton of the University of
Western Ontario in London, Canada, test whether people who carry the
favored variants have higher IQs. Rushton is well known for his claims
that African Americans have lower intelligence than whites, and Lahn
had found that some genetic variants are common in Europeans and
Asians but less frequent among sub-Saharan Africans. But Rushton
reported last week at the annual meeting of the International Society for
Intelligence Research in San Francisco, California, that he had struck out:
The variants conferred no advantage on IQ tests. “[We] had no luck,”
Rushton told Science, “no matter which way we analyzed the data.” Lahn
was not a co-author, but his group genotyped the 644 adults of differing
ethnicity in the study.

Lahn is a leading author, however, of a similar international study of
about 2500 subjects. Most of the results are unpublished, but findings
from Australia were presented at a meeting in Brisbane last August.
Nicholas Martin’s team at the Queensland Institute of Medical Research in
Brisbane found no statistically significant correlations between the sup-
posedly favored variants and IQ. In large part due to this raft of negative
results, Lahn says, the patenting effort has now been dropped. 

If the variants aren’t boosting IQ scores, what are they doing? Some
mutations in microcephalin and ASPM lead to microcephaly, or very small
brains, so Lahn had hypothesized that the variants might influence brain
growth in normal people. But that idea was challenged last May by neuro-
scientist Roger Woods of the University of California, Los Angeles.
Woods’s team found no correlation between brain volume and the vari-
ants in 120 normal subjects, as reported in Human Molecular Genetics.
Woods suggested—and Lahn agrees—that the variants might be
involved in some more subtle neurological function, with Lahn arguing
that a brain-related function is still the most likely target of selection. 

But genome researcher Chris Ponting of the University of Oxford, U.K.,
notes that microcephalin and ASPM are also expressed outside the brain.
In last May’s issue of Bioinformatics, he reported that part of ASPM’s DNA
sequence resembles that of genes involved in the function of flagella,
which propel sperm. Earlier work had shown that ASPM is expressed dur-
ing sperm production. Ponting suggests that natural selection might have
acted on flagellar function rather than brain growth. “These genes could
well have many functions in many parts of the body,” Ponting says, “and
any one of these could have driven their adaptive sequence changes.” 

Meanwhile, other researchers have questioned the basic finding that
the variants have been under recent natural selection. In a Technical
Comment published 14 July online in Science, Sarah Otto of the Univer-
sity of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, and colleagues argued
that Lahn’s findings reflected not a signature of selection but rather the
genetic traces of population movements as modern humans migrated
out of Africa. And in October, a team led by geneticist David Reich of the
Broad Institute in Cambridge, Massachusetts, reported at the meeting
of the American Society of Human Genetics that it found no evidence for
recent selection on ASPM when it used a method of analysis it consid-
ered superior to Lahn’s. But Lahn, who is familiar with Reich’s results,
stands by his conclusions: “Their method has lower resolution … and is
less reliable,” he says. 

All the same, Lahn says he has mixed feelings about the failure to date
to correlate the variants of microcephalin and ASPM with differences in
intelligence: “On the scientific level, I am a little bit disappointed. 
But in the context of the social and political controversy, I am a little 
bit relieved.” –M.B.

Links Between Brain Genes, Evolution, 
And Cognition Challenged

Frequency of supposedly favored microcephalin variant 
Frequency of other microcephalin variants

Provocative results. Allegedly favored
variants are more common in Europe 
and Asia but may not be brain-related.
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Lahn’s Argument

1. Positive selection for ASPM and microcephalin  
advantage  high IQ.

2. Specifically, ASPM and microcephalin allele variants 
may have enhanced IQ by increasing brain size.

3. ASPM and microcephalin gene variants may explain 
cultural and cognitive differences among racial 
groups.
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Researchers Say Human Brain
Is Still Evolving
By NICHOLAS WADE
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Two genes involved in determining the

size of the human brain have undergone

substantial evolution in the last 60,000

years, researchers say, suggesting that

the brain is still undergoing rapid

evolution.

The discovery adds further weight to the

view that human evolution is still a work in progress, since

previous instances of recent genetic change have come to

light in genes that defend against disease and confer the

ability to digest milk in adulthood.

The new finding, reported by Bruce T. Lahn of the

University of Chicago and colleagues in the journal

Science, could raise controversy because of the genes' role

in determining brain size. New versions of the genes, or

alleles, as geneticists call them, appear to have spread

because they enhanced the brain's function in some way,

the report suggests, and they are more common in some

populations than others.
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CHICAGO—In 1993, not long after Bruce
Lahn joined David Page’s genetics lab at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
Page invited all lab members on a 2-day hike
in New Hampshire’s rugged White Moun-
tains. Page circulated a list of items to pack
and stressed bringing enough food and water.
Everyone showed up with stuffed back-
packs—everyone, that is, except Lahn, who
arrived toting only a small shoulder bag.
When asked, Lahn pulled out the bag’s sole
contents: a gallon jar of Chinese pickled eggs. 

“That was classic Bruce,” Page recalls.
“He didn’t follow instructions.” Lahn’s insis-
tence on doing things his way has made him
one of the fastest rising stars in genetics and
also one of the most controversial. His work
with Page to decipher the evolutionary his-
tory of the human Y chromosome was a
major landmark in genome research. It led
directly to a position at the University of
Chicago in Illinois, where Lahn achieved
tenure in an unusually rapid 5 years, and to an
investigator award from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute. 

But Lahn’s more recent work, seeking to
identify the genes behind our species’ supe-
rior cognition, has sparked skepticism (see
sidebar, p. 1872) and plunged this Chinese-
American scientist into contentious debates
over genetics, race, and intelligence. Two
Science papers concluding that purportedly

beneficial brain mutations are common in
Eurasia but rare in Africa have made Lahn a
darling of right-wing commentators seeking
evidence of racial differences in cognition.
Some scientists say Lahn overinterpreted and
sensationalized his findings, and one co-
author has distanced herself from one of the
paper’s more speculative conclusions. 

The papers have such serious social impli-
cations that they needed to meet a higher stan-
dard of proof, says David Altshuler of the
Broad Institute in
Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts—and they
didn’t. The links to
cognition in particu-
lar were “wild specu-
lation,” he says. “We
have a powerful responsibility to think about
how society will interpret [such work].”

Lahn finds the political fallout discomfit-
ing, insisting that he is a staunch antiracist and
“extremely liberal” in his personal politics.
He says he is a lifetime member of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People and gives money to Demo-
cratic candidates. Yet Lahn is fascinated by
differences among people and says he has
long wondered whether variations in social
status have genetic underpinnings. “You can’t
deny that people are different at the level of
their genes,” Lahn says, citing the examples

of skin color and physical appearance. “This
is not to deny the role of culture, but there may
be a biological basis [for differences] above
and beyond culture.”

Becoming Bruce 
Lahn, 38, is slim and handsome, with expres-
sive hands that gesture animatedly as he
speaks. He was born in China to two physi-
cists who both suffered from the country’s
political turmoil. His mother was branded a
“rightist” by the Communist Party during the
1950s, leading his maternal grandmother to
commit suicide out of shame. His paternal
grandfather died in a Communist labor camp.
“From early on, I had a sense of what had hap-
pened to my family, and that made me a bit of
a rebel,” Lahn says. “I was hyperactive and
always in trouble at school.” 

Lahn’s rebelliousness made him keenly
interested in China’s social inequalities. He
was particularly struck by the privileges for-
eigners received when they visited China. “I
was deeply traumatized by that,” Lahn says.
He wondered whether there might be a
genetic basis for these class differences. “But
I didn’t know what genes were exactly.”

In 1986, Lahn began studying genetics at
Beijing University. He soon got caught up in
the nascent democracy movement, putting
up one of the first wall posters on campus.
“We were very naive,” he recalls. “We really
thought that we had the power to change the
government.” When Lahn heard he was on a
watch list, he decided to leave China and was
accepted at Harvard University in 1988.

When he arrived in the United States,
Lahn was still going
by his Chinese name,
Lan Tian. But one
day, a McDonald’s
janitor told him he
looked like the late
martial arts actor

Bruce Lee, and Lahn’s friends started calling
him “Bruce.” Lahn soon adopted it as his
legal first name and Anglicized the spelling of
his last name. 

Lahn thrived at Harvard. Geneticist James
Birchler, now at the University of Missouri,
Columbia, supervised Lahn’s senior thesis.
“He had golden hands” in the lab, Birchler
recalls, “and he was intellectually fearless
and adventuresome.”  

In 1991, after beginning Ph.D. studies at
MIT, Lahn asked Page to take him on as a
student. But Page says at first he was not

Brain Man Makes Waves With

Claims of Recent Human Evolution 
Geneticist Bruce Lahn’s quest to understand the biology of human differences lands
him in the minefield of debates over race and IQ 

PROFILE: BRUCE LAHN

Golden hands. Lahn’s lab skills led swiftly to a
University of Chicago post. 

“You can’t deny that people
are different at the level
of their genes.” 

—Bruce Lahn

Continued on p. 1873
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“GOLDEN HANDS”

• HHMI researcher

• Back-to-back papers in Science

• Lahn received tenure from 
University of Chicago shortly after 
their publication

• Celebrity treatment in reviews and 
profiles in science journals and 
magazines

keen to do so: “A number of people in the
lab were unsure about whether it was wise.
He seemed brash and cocky and too self-
confident.” Page put Lahn on a small proj-
ect investigating a rare defect in the human
Y chromosome. “But Bruce thought [the
project’s] range was too limited. He
started conducting secret experiments in
the lab that he thought I wasn’t aware of.”
Finally, Lahn announced that he wanted to
isolate all of the Y chromosome’s genes.
Page let him go ahead. Within 18 months,
Lahn had cloned about half of the dozen
genes then known on the male part of the
chromosome. Page and Lahn went on to
show that the human Y chromosome
evolved from a series of rearrangements of
the mammalian X chromosome (Science,
29 October 1999, p. 877).

“Bruce had a deadly killer instinct,”
Page says. “He kept his eye on the prize.
And he was very charismatic. … After he
left, some of us felt that we would never see
the likes of him again.” 

Tackling the evolving brain 
Soon after Lahn’s move to the University of
Chicago in 2000, he began looking for genes
that might explain the evolution of the
human brain, motivated in part by his long-
standing interest in human differences. In
2004, his team reported that two genes
thought to regulate brain growth, called
microcephalin and ASPM, appeared to have
undergone strong natural selection since the
human and chimpanzee lineages split
between 5 million and 7 million years ago.
These genes are implicated in regulating cell
division in developing neural cells, and
some mutations in them result in a tiny
brain, or microcephaly. But their function in
normal humans is not clear, and they are
expressed in non-neural tissues as well. 

Then, in two papers in Science last year,
Lahn reported that variants of the two genes
appear to have been strongly favored by
recent natural selection (Science, 9 Septem-
ber 2005, pp. 1717 and 1720). That implies
that the variants conferred a survival or repro-
ductive benefit, perhaps a cognitive one. In
media interviews, Lahn conceded that there
was no real evidence natural selection had
acted on cognition or intelligence. But both
papers pointed out that the mutations arose
when key events in human cultural develop-
ment occurred: The microcephalin variant
was dated to about 37,000 years ago, when
the f irst art and symbolism showed up in
Europe, and the ASPM variant to 5800 years
ago, when the first cities arose.

Lahn’s papers also reported the skewed
geographic distribution of the genetic vari-
ants. Variants in microcephalin turned up in
75% or more of some Europeans and Asians
Lahn studied, but in less than 10% of some
African groups. The ASPM variant was also
much less frequent in Africa.

Bloggers jumped on the news, trumpeting
the papers as support for the idea that African
Americans have lower intelligence than
whites. Two months later, in the conservative
National Review Online, columnist John
Derbyshire wrote that the research implied
that “our cherished national dream of a well-
mixed and harmonious meritocracy … may
be unattainable.”

Among some geneticists, there was con-
sternation. “There was no evidence whatso-
ever that these [genetic variants] have any
effect” on differences between people,
Altshuler says, adding that the controversy
over the work was “easily anticipated.”
Harvard geneticist Richard Lewontin goes
further, criticizing both Lahn and Science for
publishing such speculative links to cultural
advances. “These two papers are particularly
egregious examples of going well beyond the
data to try to make a splash,” he says. And
archaeologist Scott MacEachern of Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine, says the
archaeological links in the papers are simplis-
tic and outdated. The symbolic revolution, agri-
culture, and urbanism developed “over many
thousands of years, and none was restricted to
Europe and the Middle East,” he says.

Even one of the co-authors of the papers,
Sarah Tishkoff of the University of Maryland,
College Park, has now distanced herself from
the attempt to link the ASPM variant to human

advances, saying that she didn’t see the
wording until page proofs.

Lahn points out that the papers include
disclaimers, stating, as one of them put it,
that it was “formally possible” that natural
selection had acted on the genes’ roles out-
side the brain. And in media interviews he
emphasized that a number of genes other
than microcephalin and ASPM are probably
involved in cognition. But he insists that the
evidence points to some sort of brain func-
tion as the most likely target of selection.

Lahn asserts that some scientists “start
with a political agenda and fit the evidence
to that.” This political bias, he argues,
“takes credibility away from an antiracist
program that I agree with. … If someday
we discover that there are genetic differ-
ences in cognitive abilities, would that
mean that racism is now justified?” 

And some scientists believe that Lahn
has shown courage in pursuing his

research. “There is widespread fear of this
[research] among scientists,” says geneticist
Henry Harpending of University of Utah in
Salt Lake City, who has suggested evolution-
ary explanations for high IQ scores in
Ashkenazi Jews. Even some researchers who
scoff at racial differences in intelligence think
the research should go on. Geneticist Michael
Hammer of the University of Arizona in Tuc-
son says he’s not worried about the end result:
“I have no serious concerns that Europeans or
Asians are going to be proven to be more
intelligent, so I say go at it, let the chips fall
where they may.”

Lahn says the controversy has made him
back away “from going after these kinds of
questions aggressively,” although he contin-
ues to test whether the variants affect IQ. He
has begun diverting his energies to another
high-profile project: stem cells. He became
interested in the topic after running into a
Chinese colleague at a meeting and is collab-
orating with a center at Sun Yat-sen University
in Guangzhou. He was motivated in part by
China’s relatively liberal attitude toward this
research and also, he says, by his desire to help
China modernize. 

Time, and further research, will tell if
Lahn was right about microcephalin and
ASPM. But Page says that few other scien-
tists would have been willing to get involved
in such controversial questions in the first
place: “That willingness to venture into this
territory without his guard up is entirely in
keeping with who Bruce is. Anybody who
would have packed their bag as instructed for
that White Mountain hike would have
steered clear of all this.”

–MICHAEL BALTER

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 314 22 DECEMBER 2006 1873
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His way. Lahn survived a 
mountain hike on pickled eggs. 
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The Specter of
Difference
What science is uncovering, 
we will have to come to grips with
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BEYOND THE PAGES OF 
SCIENCE

 “The 37-year-old Dr. Lahn says his research papers, 
published in Science last September, offered no view on 
race and intelligence. He personally believes it is possible 
that some populations will have more advantageous 
intelligence genes than others. And he thinks that ‘society 
will have to grapple with some very difficult facts’ as 
scientific data accumulate.” (Regalado 2006) 
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BEYOND THE PAGES OF 
SCIENCE

 “He [Lahn] said he expected more such allele differences 
between populations would come to light, as have 
differences in patterns of genetic disease. ‘I do think 
this kind of study is a harbinger for what might become a 
rather controversial issue in human population research,’ 
he said.” (Wade 2005). 
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BEYOND THE PAGES OF 
SCIENCE

 “’You can’t deny that people are different at the level 
of their genes,’ Lahn says, citing the examples of skin 
color and physical appearance. ‘This is not to deny 
the role of culture, but there may be a biological basis 
[for differences] above and beyond culture’” (Balter 
“Profile” 2006, 1871). 
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PROBLEMS

Positive selection for ASPM & microcephalin

Advantage

High IQ
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1.  POSITIVE SELECTION FOR ASPM 
AND MICROCEPHALIN  
ADVANTAGE  HIGH IQ.

 Statistical evidence for recent evolution of these 
gene variants under positive selection is disputed 
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1.  POSITIVE SELECTION FOR ASPM 
AND MICROCEPHALIN  
ADVANTAGE  HIGH IQ.

 No evidence that these allele variants correspond to 
any brain-related phenotype; 

 Both genes are expressed in tissues other than the 
brain 
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PROBLEMS

2. ASPM and microcephalin allele variants enhanced 
IQ by increasing brain size.
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2.  ASPM AND MICROCEPHALIN 
ALLELE VARIANTS ENHANCED IQ BY 

INCREASING BRAIN SIZE.

Assumptions:

A gene that, if lesioned, causes small brains can be expected to, if 
normal or enhanced, cause big brains. 

Larger brain size can be expected to be associated with higher 
intelligence; there is a correlation between brain size and IQ. 

Fetal neural stem cells, photo: Prof. John Sinden, Ectins project, Euopean Union.

N E W S O F T H E W E E K
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We humans are proud of our big brains, and
rightly so. Averaging 1350 cubic centi-
meters (cc), the human brain is proportion-
ally larger than that of any other animal. Its
highly advanced cognitive powers have
spurred us to create art, build cities, and
send representatives of our species into
space. Just why natural selection blessed us
with these talents is poorly understood. But
the fossil record and genetic studies clearly
show that the evolution of higher cognition
began sometime after the chimp and human
lines split, some 5 million to 6 million years
ago, and continued at least until the rise of
modern humans, roughly 200,000 years ago.

Now two new reports on pages 1717 and
1720 of this issue suggest that the evolution
of the human brain may not have stopped
when Homo sapiens first came on the scene.
The studies, both led by human geneticist
Bruce Lahn of the University of Chicago,
conclude that two genes thought to regulate
brain growth have continued to evolve
under natural selection until very recently—
and perhaps are doing so today. 

“The possibility that our brains are con-
tinuing to adapt is fascinating and impor-
tant,” says Huntington Willard, director of
the Institute for Genome Sciences and Pol-
icy at Duke University in Durham, North
Carolina. “Most laypeople tend to assume
that humans are the pinnacle of evolution
and that we have stopped evolving.”

But researchers caution that although
these genetic variants, or alleles, do seem to
have been the target of natural selection,
there’s as yet little solid evidence that the
advantage they confer was brain-related.
“The case for selection acting on [the
genes] is reasonably strong,” says anthro-
pologist Mark Stoneking of the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in

Leipzig, Germany. “However, there is
absolutely nothing in either paper to relate
the signature of selection to any brain-
related phenotype.” 

Lahn’s group focused on two genes,
called microcephalin and ASPM, that cause
primary microcephaly, a condition in which
the brain is severely reduced in size. Earlier
work by Lahn’s group and others had shown
that the human versions of microcephalin
and ASPM have come under strong natural
selection since the chimp-human split,
implicating both genes in our ancestors’
dramatic brain expansion. 

Several other genes have also been
identified as potential contributors to our
early ancestors’ evolution (Science, 8 July,
p. 234). On page 1693 of this issue, Ajit
Varki of the University of California, San
Diego, and his colleagues add another to
the list: They report that a gene expressed
in microglia, immune cells of the nervous
system, produces a protein found only in
humans. This suggests that it too has been
the target of selection during human evolu-

tion, and that human
microglia are spe-
cialized compared
to those of chimps. 

In their new re-
search, Lahn and his
co-workers looked
for evidence that
selection had oper-
ated on micro-
cephalin and ASPM
much more recently
—since the rise of
modern humans.
The team sequenced
the DNA of about 
90 human cells

housed at the Coriell Institute for Medical
Research in Camden, New Jersey, whose
cell collection is broadly representative of
global human diversity. For each gene, they
found an allele with a surprisingly high fre-
quency in human populations. Statistical
tests showed that these frequencies are
unlikely to be due to random genetic drift or
population migration, suggesting that the
alleles were instead favored by natural
selection. Making assumptions about past
mutation rates, the team then estimated
when each allele arose. The favored micro-
cephalin allele clocked in at 37,000 years
ago (with conf idence intervals ranging
from 14,000 to 60,000 years)—about the
time of the explosion of symbolic behavior

in Europe. The ASPM allele arose 
5800 years ago (with a possible range of
500 to 14,100 years), just before cities
arose in the Near East.

Lahn’s team argues that in the case of
ASPM in particular, the young age of the
selected allele and its worldwide distribu-
tion suggest that it was subject to a strong
“selective sweep” in the very recent past.
Lahn says these alleles may have provided
an adaptive advantage in some brain-
related function, possibly although not nec-
essarily cognition. His group is now collab-
orating with others to see if living people
with the alleles have some sort of cognitive
advantage. The team has also taken out
patents on both genes, which will cover
tests to see whether an individual carries
the favored alleles. 

Despite these potentially dramatic find-
ings, many researchers who spoke to 
Science were unwilling to immediately
accept all of the Lahn team’s conclusions.
The data do bear the fingerprints of natural
selection, says geneticist Chris Tyler-Smith
of the Sanger Institute near Cambridge,
U.K. But he questions whether that selec-
tion was acting upon the brain or some other
function. Both genes are expressed in tis-
sues other than the brain, although previous
studies have shown that their expression is
strongest in the developing brain of mice
and humans. 

Even if the favored alleles did provide
some sort of cognitive or cultural advan-
tage, some researchers say that it was
unlikely to have been a dramatic one. All
normal modern humans are capable of lan-
guage and symbolic expression, regardless
of which alleles they have. “This suggests
that the new alleles don’t have a big effect

Are Human Brains Still Evolving?
Brain Genes Show Signs of Selection

EVO LUT ION
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Downsized. When mutated, brain genes cause microcephaly in humans
(normal infant brain, left; microcephalic brain, right).

Big thinker? Certain forms of two brain genes
may confer a selective advantage.
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Primary microcephaly, 
Science 309, 9/15/05
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Timpson et. al. (Science 2007) genotyped ~5000 
individuals for ASMP and MCHP1 haplogroups D  and 

phenotyped them against natal head circumference 
records and IQ, finding no correlation
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PROBLEMS

3. ASPM and microcephalin gene variants may explain 
cultural and cognitive differences among racial 
groups.
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3.  ASPM AND MICROCEPHALIN GENE VARIANTS 
MAY EXPLAIN CULTURAL AND COGNITIVE 

DIFFERENCES AMONG RACIAL GROUPS.

 “Although the age of haplogroup D and its 
geographic distribution across Eurasia roughly 
coincide with two important events in the cultural 
evolution of Eurasia—namely the emergence and 
spread of domestication from the Middle East ~10,000 
years ago and the rapid increase in population 
association with the development of cities and written 
language 5000 to 6000 years ago around the Middle 
East—the significance of this correlation is not yet 
clear.” (Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2005)



3.  ASPM AND MICROCEPHALIN GENE VARIANTS 
MAY EXPLAIN CULTURAL AND COGNITIVE 

DIFFERENCES AMONG RACIAL GROUPS.

“We note that the age of haplogroup D coincides 
with the introduction of anatomically modern 
humans into Europe about 40,000 years ago, as 
well as the dramatic shift in the archaeological 
record indicative of modern human behavior, such 
as art and the use of symbolism (i.e., the ‘Upper 
Paleolithic revolution’).” (Evans et al., 2005).
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3.  ASPM AND MICROCEPHALIN GENE VARIANTS 
MAY EXPLAIN CULTURAL AND COGNITIVE 

DIFFERENCES AMONG RACIAL GROUPS.

Based on what is known about normal brain 
development, a few genes cannot be expected to have 
a dramatic effect on cognitive abilities in an otherwise 
healthy brain 

There are no sound reasons to expect that humans 
will differ in core genes involved in brain function 
between populations 
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3.  ASPM AND MICROCEPHALIN GENE VARIANTS 
MAY EXPLAIN CULTURAL AND COGNITIVE 

DIFFERENCES AMONG RACIAL GROUPS.

• Time estimates of when the allele arose and 
underwent positive selection are highly speculative, 
large error bar.

• Assertions about a correlation between the rise of 
symbolic culture in European and Middle Eastern 
populations and alleles are ungrounded.
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SUMMARY

 1) Evidence of a correlation between haplotypes 
and phenotypic difference

Lahn presents no such evidence

 2) Deliberative consideration of several plausible 
causal stories that account for how this gene could 
cause phenotypic difference

Lahn considers no such plausible story
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COMMUNITY RESPONSE

Longino: Science as social knowledge

(1)  there must be recognized avenues for the criticism of evidence, of methods, 
and of assumptions and reasoning

(2)  there must exist shared standards that critics can invoke

(3)  the community as a whole must be responsive to such criticism

(4)  intellectual authority must be shared equally among qualified practitioners.
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RESPONSES TO LAHN’S 
RESEARCH

1.“Damage Control”

2.“More Science”

3.“Community Standards” 
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1.  DAMAGE CONTROL

 

“John Easton, head of media relations at the medical school 
… helped Dr. Lahn with talking points about his research.” 

-Wall Street Journal 2006 

“We really don't want to end up on the front page ... for 
doing eugenics.” 

-Alan Thomas, University of Chicago Patent Director 

“It’s exactly what they were getting at. There was a lot of 
hallway talk. People said he’s doing damage to the whole 
field of genetics.” 

-Pilar Ossorio, Wisconsin-Madison, Legal Scholar & Microbioligist



2. MORE SCIENCE

“Although they acknowledge such social concerns, most scientists who spoke 
to Science say that the only way to answer the questions posed by this 
research is to do more research. ‘We should treat these genes just like any 
others,’ says [Chris] Tyler-Smith.”

 “Even some researchers who scoff at racial differences in intelligence think 
the research should go on. Geneticist Michael Hammer of the University of 
Arizona in Tucson says he’s not worried about the end result: ‘I have no 
serious concerns that Europeans or Asians are going to be proven to be more 
intelligent, so I say go at it, let the chips fall where they may” 

“The possibility that our brains are continuing to adapt is fascinating and 
important.” (Huntington Willard)

- Science Profile Article by Balter (2005, pg. 1662)

26
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3. COMMUNITY STANDARDS

Broad’s influential chief, Eric Lander, says scientists probing recent evolution run the 
risk of ‘seeing a difference, and saying there is a story to fit it’” (Regalado 2006). 

“If greater human brain size is still undergoing evolutionary selection, how come we 
have no strong correlations between brain size and important functional attributes of 
the human nervous system? If the brain is still evolving in size, what are the 
conceivable selection pressures, given no apparent correlation between non-
pathological brain size and function? We’re unhappy that the authors were not urged by the 
referees to make some statements about these questions” (Science Week Editorial 2005). 

“The papers have such serious social implications that they needed to meet a higher 
standard of proof, says David Altshuler of the Broad Institute in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts—and they didn’t. The links to cognition in particular were ‘wild 
speculation,’ he says. ‘We have a powerful responsibility to think about how society will 
interpret [such work]’” (Balter “Profile” 2006, 1871).

“’There was no evidence whatsoever that these [genetic variants] have any effect’ on 
differences between people, Altshuler says, adding that the controversy over the work 
was ‘easily anticipated’” (Balter “Profile” 2006, 1872). 



ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

Lahn’s work provides a case study to interrogate some tensions 
that exist between ethics and science

Traditional distinction: science (epistemology) produces 
empirical facts, ethics produces normative claims

This is both a logical and an institutional distinction 

We work within the assumption that epistemology and 
ethics are inextricably linked; in other words, ethical and 
evidential standards are not wholly separate affairs

28



ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

Consequences of the traditional distinction:

Temporality of ethics in science: ethics either comes before 
or after knowledge is produced

Early: Preventing dangerous human subject research, 
regardless of intellectual value

Late: Determining legitimate use of dangerous 
knowledge, i.e., how to engineer smallpox

29



ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

Consequences of traditional distinction:

Scientists have little voice in ethical theory despite 
substantial stakes in ethics policies

Ethicists are excluded from epistemological or 
conceptual concerns, often taking for granted the 
naive or unnuanced understanding of science

30



ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

In sensitive genomics brain research, this plays out 
predictably:

Ethicists panic about privacy or hypothetical dystopian 
futures or loss of human dignity

Scientists offer critical caveats, voice concerns about 
ethical or political “implications”, suggest “more science 
or data” is needed
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ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

How should the ethicist respond to Lahn’s research?
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ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

How should the scientist respond to Lahn’s research?
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ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

Going beyond the data?

Title: “Ongoing Evolution of ASPM, Brain Size 
Determinant in Homo sapiens.”

Alternate title: “Ongoing evolution of ASPM, a 
Gene Related to Microcephaly in Homo sapiens.”
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ETHICS PERSPECTIVES

“Implications” model of ethical inquiry

When scientists or ethicists limit ethical theory and 
practice to the “implications” of “speculative” 
science, does that take for granted aspects of 
scientific practice that should be challenged?

What is the proper venue for challenging the deep 
conceptual errors at the core of Lahn’s work from 
an ethical-epistemological standpoint?  Does that 
venue yet exist?
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